Know Your
Network

Initial Network Assessment

Why You Need It

Having an accurate view of the current state of your network is the
foundation of creating a successful path forward. Let ADTRAN take
the lead, helping you get a complete view of your network infrastructure. The Initial Network Assessment arms you with a detailed network
topology, enabling you to know the current state of your network so
that you can make the right choices for the future of your network.

How It’s Done

Experienced ADTRAN network engineers assess the current state
of your network by discovering all network devices, interface types,
services, and configurations. That information is then used to provide
a comprehensive network topology diagram. This enables you to have
a complete understanding of your network, improve network maintenance, and refine network planning. The Initial Network Assessment
equips you with a visual drawing of your network infrastructure, inclusive of network devices, connexions, VLANs, SFP/XFP types, circuit
types, and other valuable information enabling you to fully understand
your network and make the best decisions for network improvements.

Ordering Information
Service

Part No.

INIT NTWK ASMNT AUDIT 15 NODE

1904NTWASMT15L1

INIT NTWK ASMNT AUDIT 35 NODE

1904NTWASMT35L1

INIT NTWK ASMNT AUDIT 50 NODE

1904NTWASMT50L1

RMT NTWK ASMT REVIEW

1904NTWKRVRMTL1
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Benefits

Resolve network outages faster
Don’t struggle to figure out what is
going wrong and where, know exactly
where your equipment is located in the
network and how it is connected.

Streamline network planning
Knowing where each piece of your
network resides makes it easier to add
and provision new network equipment.

Simplify communication
between departments
Having a visual representation of the
network allows for smoother interdepartmental communication.

